ClearPath Launches Infrastructure Project Spending Tracker

Washington, DC – Wednesday, December 7, 2022 – ClearPath launched a tracker to follow the status of the Department of Energy’s (DOE) implementation of the energy programs authorized by the Energy Act of 2020 and funded by the bipartisan Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA).

ClearPath has built an interactive tool that compiles data from the Federal Register, USASpending.gov, and various other departmental websites and incorporates the data into an interactive tracker. These investments include more than $62 billion in energy programs at the Department of Energy (DOE). The majority of these programs are located in the new Office of Clean Energy Demonstrations (OCED), which received more than $21 billion in funding through the IIJA.

“With great investment comes great accountability, and we’ve been able to visualize the progress the Administration has made on awarding projects with the infrastructure funds,” said ClearPath Policy Advisor Matthew Mailloux. “Now that we’ve reached the first anniversary of the IIJA, there is growing interest in the status of these projects. This tracker is a powerful tool to assess how these funds are being deployed.”

The comprehensive tracker features:

- An implementation dashboard tracking steps taken by DOE to develop funding opportunities and implement programs in real time, based on DOE announcements and Congressional deadlines;
- A spending dashboard, updated monthly, featuring interactive maps showing where funds have already been awarded;
- An awards dashboard, tracking project selection announcements across major programs from DOE; and
- A running list of major energy program milestones and deadlines.

Explore our interactive visual tracker here. If there is activity in any of these programs that we’ve missed, please let us know at IIJATracker@clearpath.org.

Also, Mailloux discusses in depth the progress that has been made so far and what is next for Energy Act and IIJA programs in his latest blog post.
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